NetActuate Chooses CyrusOne for Data Center Services Hub in Raleigh-Durham
November 15, 2017
Infrastructure Provider Cites Connectivity, Cloud Access, Resiliency as Key Factors
RALEIGH, N.C.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Nov. 15, 2017-- CyrusOne (NASDAQ: CONE), a premier global data center REIT, has been selected by NetActuate, Inc, a
leading provider of global edge infrastructure and cloud connectivity, to host NetActuate’s data center services hub. NetActuate will connect the company’s global
edge platform that extends to 67 data centers worldwide, as well as host their disaster recovery services for other markets from their data center footprint within the
CyrusOne Raleigh-Durham Data Center.
“We’re excited about incorporating the hardened features of a newly-commissioned expansion in this world-class data center to further expand our offerings of
infrastructure services, cloud connectivity, interconnection and the global BGP Anycast network to our customer base worldwide,” said Mark Mahle, chief executive
officer, NetActuate. “As we continue to grow, Raleigh has become our operational center, and we appreciate CyrusOne’s commitment to the Research Triangle
technology community. The redundant, highly-connected infrastructure offered by CyrusOne’s data center right here in Raleigh allows NetActuate customers to
connect to every major carrier and cloud around the globe.”
“CyrusOne data centers are built for hybrid computing, cloud connectivity, and resiliency, and with their highly-connected infrastructure services platform
NetActuate is exactly the kind of company we have in mind when we architect our data centers,” said Scott Hanna, vice president, East region, CyrusOne. “We’re
pleased that NetActuate found CyrusOne to be such an excellent fit for their multifaceted requirements and are happy to welcome them as a customer in RaleighDurham.”
CyrusOne operates 44 data center facilities across the United States, Europe, and Asia to provide customers with the flexibility and scale to match their specific IT
growth needs. CyrusOne facilities are engineered to include the power-density infrastructure required to deliver high availability, including an architecture with the
highest available power redundancy (2N).
For more information about CyrusOne, call 1-855-908-3662 or visit www.cyrusone.com. Connect with us on Google Plus, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook.
About CyrusOne
CyrusOne (NASDAQ: CONE) is a high-growth real estate investment trust (REIT) specializing in highly reliable enterprise-class, carrier-neutral data center
properties. The Company provides mission-critical data center facilities that protect and ensure the continued operation of IT infrastructure for nearly 1,000
customers, including 195 Fortune 1000 companies and nine of the top 10 cloud providers.
With a track record of meeting and surpassing the aggressive speed-to-market demands of hyperscale cloud providers, as well as the expanding IT infrastructure
requirements of the enterprise, CyrusOne provides the flexibility, reliability, security, and connectivity that foster business growth. CyrusOne offers a tailored,
customer service-focused platform and is committed to full transparency in communication, management, and service delivery throughout its 44 data centers
worldwide.
Additional information about CyrusOne can be found at www.CyrusOne.com.
About NetActuate:
NetActuate delivers hybrid colocation, cloud infrastructure, network and managed services in all the key high-tech and emerging markets. NetActuate’s
infrastructure powers over 25 billion transactions per day for some of the most complex sites on the internet. With core presence in 29 carrier hotels, 21 internet
exchanges and 67 edge PoP(s), NetActuate is a critical infrastructure and operational partner for companies that require a strong footprint in North and South
America, Europe, Asia and Oceania.
NetActuate's platform allows both local and globally-minded companies to go beyond pure CDN, moving their data computing and application intelligence to the
edge with BGP Anycast acceleration. NetActuate’s network capabilities and infrastructure flexibility empower customers to deliver low-latency, full-stack services at
the edge. NetActuate’s focus on quality and high-availability has developed a reliable platform for customers’ innovation and growth.
NetActuate: Presence. Forward. Learn more at www.netactuate.com.
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